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A complete menu of Vedic Vegan Vegetarian Takeaway from Pandeglang covering all 5 courses and drinks can
be found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Vedic Vegan Vegetarian Takeaway:
eat them twice in this restaurant. they had everything they could eat buffet up to date. really good value and nice

eating. my partner is a carnivore and has the usual negative attitude to vegan meals, but also he had no
complaining and enjoyed his meal! read more. In nice weather you can even be served in the outdoor area. What

User doesn't like about Vedic Vegan Vegetarian Takeaway:
Visited yesterday and was very disappointed with both the service and food. After the food arrived it certainly

wasn't worth the wait, tofu wasn't drained prior to cooking so was mush. The veg was tasteless and only 1 out of
6 dishes was worth the money spent. Service in total took over 2 hours from entering the door. 25 minutes before

drinks order was taken and no tables were cleaned (in the time we were there) but... read more. If you want to
spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The imaginative Asian fusion cuisine of the

Vedic Vegan Vegetarian Takeaway from Pandeglang - a delicious mix of the familiar and the unexpected, On the
daily specials there are also several Asian meals. Visitors also know to appreciate the use of traditional Indian

spices , the menu also includes delicious vegetarian meals.
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